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At today’s DESC meeting, members to consider recommendations for revised CWV 

parameters and provide approval for their use from 1st October 2020. This slide pack contains:

• Recap on modified CWV formula

• CWV Optimisation

• Background

• Methodology

• Data

• Results

• Conclusions and Next Steps

Meeting Objectives
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At the 10th December 2018 meeting DESC approved the following high level approach and work plan 

for performing this analysis - major milestones below: 

• MILESTONE: DESC to decide whether to consider a revision to the existing CWV formula and confirm 

the template for its ‘benchmark’ results (1st April 2019) 

• MILESTONE: DESC define proposed CWV formula for next period i.e. GY 2020/21 onwards (8th July 

2019) 

• MILESTONE: DESC confirm parameters for use in proposed CWV formula for Gas Year 2020/21 (7th 

October 2019) 

• MILESTONE: DESC decide whether to revise existing SNCWV (1st April 2019) 

• MILESTONE: DESC confirm revised SNCWV values (9th December 2019)

Overview - Milestones
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Recap on DESC Decision - CWV Formula

DESC voted on 22nd July to approve the following CWV formula definition for Gas Year 2020/21 onwards:

𝐂𝐖𝐭 = 𝐈𝟏 ∗ 𝐄𝐭 + 𝟏. 𝟎 − 𝐈𝟏 ∗ 𝐒𝐭 − 𝐈𝟐 ∗ 𝐌𝐚𝐱 𝟎,𝐖𝐭 − 𝐖𝟎 ∗ 𝐌𝐚𝐱 𝟎, 𝐓𝟎 − 𝐀𝐓𝐭 + 𝐒𝟎 ∗ 𝐒𝐑𝐭 + 𝐏𝟎 ∗ 𝐏𝐭

𝐂𝐖𝐕𝐭 = 𝐕𝟏 + 𝐪 ∗ ( 𝐕𝟐 − 𝐕𝟏 ) if 𝐕𝟐  𝐂𝐖𝒕 (summer cut-off)

𝐂𝐖𝐕𝐭 = 𝐕𝟏 + 𝐪 ∗ ( 𝐂𝐖𝐭 − 𝐕𝟏 ) if 𝐕𝟏 < 𝐂𝐖𝐭 < 𝐕𝟐 (transition) 

𝐂𝐖𝐕𝐭 = 𝐂𝐖𝐭 if 𝐕𝟎  𝐂𝐖𝐭  𝐕𝟏 (normal)

𝐂𝐖𝐕𝐭 = 𝐂𝐖𝐭 + 𝐥𝟑 ∗ ( 𝐂𝐖𝐭 – 𝐕𝟎 ) if 𝐕𝟎 > 𝐂𝐖𝐭 (cold weather upturn)

Where 𝐄𝐭 = 𝑬𝑻𝑾 ∗ 𝐄𝐭−𝟏 + 𝟏 − 𝑬𝑻𝑾 ∗ 𝐀𝐓𝐭

And 𝑬𝑻𝑾 is an optimised parameter which determines the weight applied to the previous 
Gas Days Effective Temperature vs the current days Actual Temperature

The CWV formula has been updated to included a term for Solar radiation 𝐒𝟎 ∗ 𝐒𝐑𝐭 and 
Precipitation 𝐏𝟎 ∗ 𝐏𝐭, with the aim to improve accuracy of the formula for predicting demand.
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CWV Formula – Solar Term

The Solar Radiation term of the CWV formula is calculated as follows

𝐒𝟎 ∗ 𝐒𝐑𝐭

Where 𝐒𝟎 is an optimised parameter which determines the magnitude of the Solar effect to be 

applied.

𝐒𝐑𝐭 is measured as the log difference between actual Solar radiation observations and a Pseudo 

Seasonal Normal Effective Solar (SNES). The calculation for the SNES term is similar to the 

pseudo-SNET, with an additional term for Solar radiation, as per DESC meeting on 28th June:

𝑆𝑁𝐸𝑆 = 𝛼 − 

𝑖=1

3

𝛽𝑖 sin
2𝑖𝑑𝜋

365
− 𝑐𝑖 cos

2𝑖𝑑𝜋

365
+ dET + eWC + fSolar + gFRI + hSAT + iSUN + μ
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https://gasgov-mst-files.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/ggf/2019-06/SNET%20&%20SNES%20Description.pdf


CWV Formula – Precipitation Term

The Precipitation term of the CWV formula is calculated as follows

𝑷𝟎 ∗ 𝑷𝐭

Where 𝑷𝟎 is an optimised parameter determining how much of a precipitation effect is applied 

And 𝑷𝐭 is a measure of precipitation readings for a specific gas day t.

A decision was made by DESC on 22nd July 2019 that the precipitation term was to be added to 

future proof the CWV formula, however the values of 𝑷𝟎 will be set to a default value of zero until 

such time that analysis can be conducted to understand how the precipitation term will effect the 

CWV. Precipitation will therefore have no influence on the value of the CWV under current 

parameters.
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https://gasgov-mst-files.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/ggf/2019-07/Minutes%20DESC%2022%20July%2019%20v%201.0%20_0.pdf


* Filton Weather station up to and including Gas Day 30th September 2018, Yeovilton with temperature bias adjustment to mimic Filton Weather Station from Gas Day 1st 

October 2018 onwards

CWV Formula Recap – 2015 Parameters
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British gas DESC member Jason Blackmore has devised a tool to perform optimisation 

calculations and propose a set of final parameters. The broad steps followed by the tool are as 

follows:

• Demand and Weather data for gas years 2010/11 to 2017/18 is loaded into the tool 

• SNET, SNES and the CWV formulae are broken down into their component parts and 

recalculated

• The optimisation tool uses Microsoft Excel add-in ‘Solver’ which utilises a goal seek 

methodology to run through possible combinations of inputs to these formulas with the aim 

of reducing the overall error sum of squares when plotted against actual demand

• In this way, the ET/AT weight, SNET and SNES are optimised to find the best fit when 

compared to actual observations. 

Optimisation Overview – Methodology
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• Solver is utilised again to run through 
possible sets of CWV parameters with the 
target to reduce total error sum of squares 
across all gas years.

• As can be seen in the example, the data 
points become more concentrated around 
the regression line and  the R-squared value 
has increased from 0.9799 to 0.9859

• Each parameter has a defined minimum and 
maximum range within which the optimum 
value can be found. No preference is given 
during the optimisation to lowering or raising 
any specific parameters, therefore the 
results are purely driven by which 
combination of parameters provides the best 
improvement to the overall R-squared value.

Optimisation Overview – Methodology
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Optimisation Overview – Weather Stations

Albemarle Barracks does 

not record Solar Radiation. 

Consultation with 

MeteoGroup Confirmed 

that Durham is the best 

alternative.

Coleshill was used for 

WM’s Solar Radiation as it 

has fewer ‘Null’ readings 

than Winterbourne.

All other LDZ’s have 

retained their main weather 

station for Solar radiation
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Optimisation Overview - Data

• Gas years used for deriving parameters including pseudo-SNET and pseudo-SNES are 2010/11 

to 2017/18 inclusive

• For these gas years the demand data used is Aggregate NDM demand for all available Monday 

to Thursday non holiday gas days

• Temperature, Wind Speed and Solar radiation data for the optimisation period has mainly been 

sourced from WSSM data and UKLink and validated against historic CWV calculations.

• Audits have been conducted on the data to ensure it matches data held by Xoserve which will 

feed into recalculating historic CWV’s and Seasonal Normal calculations
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• Below is a summary of the statistics used in the main results: 

• R-Squared

R-squared represents the proportion of the variance of a dependent variable that’s explained by an 

independent variable or variables in a regression model. E.g. an R-squared value of 0.50 suggests 

that approximately half of the observed variation can be explained by the model’s inputs

• MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error)

The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is a statistical measure of prediction accuracy of a 

forecasting method. The smaller the MAPE value, the better the model is at forecasting expected 

results.

• RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error)

RMSE is defined as the standard deviation of the residuals. Residuals are a measure of how far from 

a regression line data points lie. RMSE is a measure of how concentrated data is around a line of 

best fit.

Optimisation Overview – Results
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Detailed Results 

(refer to main results in BG analysis)

CWV Optimisation
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Proposed 2020 Parameters

The above table represents the final set of CWV parameters which have been optimised 

against NDM demand and weather data for gas years 2010/11 to 2017/18.
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Summary Results 

CWV Optimisation
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Optimisation Results – Overall 𝐑𝟐

Every LDZ has seen an improvement in its overall 𝐑𝟐 value under the new optimisation method.
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Optimisation Results – Monthly MAPE

• Monthly MAPE value for all LDZ’s

• Improvements have been made by the majority of LDZ’s across the shoulder months

• 10 of 13 LDZ’s have shown an overall improvement in total MAPE values
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Optimisation Results – Overall RMSE

Every LDZ has seen an improvement in its overall average RMSE value under the new optimisation 

method.
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Optimisation Results – Monthly RMSE

• Monthly RMSE value for all LDZ’s

• Improvements have been made by the majority of LDZ’s across the shoulder months

• All LDZ’s have improved RMSE values across the entire optimisation period
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Changes to Cold weather cut-off’s

There has been a noticeable increase in the range of Cold weather upturn thresholds across all 

LDZ’s. As mentioned this value is driven by the optimisation methodology which finds the best 

overall fit when compared to observed Demand
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Changes to Warm weather cut-off’s
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Changes to maximum CWV values

The Max CWV value has been reduced in 11 of 13 LDZ’s, only NT and SO have been increased.
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Count of Maximum CWV values

The number of days the maximum value 

of CWV has been reached during the 

optimisation period (Gas Years 2010/11 

up to and incl. 2017/18)

• The reduction in NE’s max CWV of 

8.29% has lead to a 105.3% increase 

in the number of days at max CWV

• Overall the number of Gas Days at 

maximum CWV value has increased 

by a total of 49 across all LDZ’s
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• When compared to the previous CWV formula, the newly proposed parameters have 

lowered the value of the majority of LDZ’s maximum CWV. This has lead to a slight 

increase in the number of gas days which have reached the newly optimised 

maximum CWV across all LDZ’s

• The associated R-squared value has increased for each LDZ, meaning each set of 

optimised parameters results in a model with data closer to the fitted regression line.

• Improvements have been made in the MAPE and RMSE values across the majority 

of LDZ’s during shoulder months

• DESC are now asked to provide approval for the use of the revised parameters 

detailed in this meeting for use from 1st October 2020

Conclusions 
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• The CWV optimisation process is complete

• The final set of optimum parameters and the revised formula will be used to derive a 

new CWV weather history (back to 1960)

• In addition the revised 1 in 20 peak CWVs can be calculated, although these will not 

be directly comparable with the existing values due to the formula change

• This CWV history will be used for demand modelling in 2020 and form the basis of 

the SNCWV calculations (see next agenda item)

• The daily values of SNET and SNES for each LDZ will be made available 

Next Steps
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